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Disclaimer
All text is copyrighted by 2022 Charlie Finance. You may quote this document in whole or in part,
online or in printed format, as long as proper attribution is given. Proper attribution should, at a
minimum, include the following: Copyright 2022 Charlie Finance.
In consideration of Charlie Finance (the “Company”) providing this Whitepaper to the recipient, the
recipient acknowledges that the contents of this Whitepaper are confidential to the Company and
the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute, or permit to be communicated verbally, directly or
indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish the contents of this Whitepaper except with the prior
written consent of the Company. For this purpose, “recipient” includes, without limitation, any
principal, employee, or agent of the recipient.
This information is not intended as an investment guide. This is only to clarify the project's concept.
The white paper provides a comprehensive overview of the project. No one is compelled to invest
with us. This whitepaper simply allows you to see how excellent our project is. Our team is utilizing
the most recent crypto currency concepts to propel the project to new heights. Please check the
website for additional details.
Many of us invest blindly in cryptography. Nonetheless, it is crucial to understand the coin you
choose to buy into. This will either increase your income or you may lose everything. Before making
an investing choice, you should seek the counsel of a competent advisor. Experts will aid in
generating profits by pointing you in the right direction. We will also educate growth-oriented
investment methods.
This Whitepaper, and any offers made within it, are solely for Participants. This Whitepaper provides
a summary of the main features of the Company. It contains general advice only and has been
prepared without taking into account any participant’s objectives, financial situation or needs.
Participants should read the Whitepaper carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate
for them in respect of their objectives, financial situation and needs.
This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective participant may
require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the
Company and the data contained in this Whitepaper.
The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information contained in this Whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company shall not have any liability
to the recipient or any person resulting from the reliance upon this Whitepaper in determining to
make an application to apply for shares in the Company.
The Company considers that the financial and non-financial information contained in this
Whitepaper has been prepared to the best of its reasonable knowledge and ability. However,
recipients must rely on their own investigation of all financial information and no representations
or warranties are or will be made by the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information.
The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the tokens on offer.
Prospective participants must make their own assessment about whether the price of the tokens
being offered represents fair value.

An Overview of Charlie Finance
Charlie is not merely a simple initiative that functions similarly to
other crypto ventures. The deployment of an exchange and the
release of a token are being ensured by a group of technologically
savvy individuals with a worldwide perspective. In addition, we are
committed to constructing our own Charlie Exchange; spot
trending; future trending; staking; P2P platform; our own
Launchpad; Charlie blockchain; social media platform; and P2E
games before promoting our project. We are constantly creating
new concepts to ensure that the proper ideas flow through our
project and to our users. Also for this reason, we're launching our
token on Binance. Binance, as you may well know is one of the
world's largest crypto currency exchanges.
Charlie is a token based on BEP-20. The utility token has the
potential to achieve economic success. The simplicity of trading on
our official exchange is one of its distinguishing characteristics. In
addition, plans are in the works to list our token on the most
prominent exchanges, such as; pancake swap, azbit, digifinex,
bitmart, kucoin, houbi global, HotBit, etc.

Our Vision
Our main vision is to spread the awareness about the centralized &
decentralized platform where peoples can trade freely without any mediator.
This platform will be fully secured due to its nature of being volatile and prone
to technological risk.
Here is how we hope to achieve this;
By providing a safe and secure ecosystem to our community. Through this, we
shall launch our own centralized exchange named Charlie Exchange. The
project will then provide all features such as; spot trading, future trading, p2p,
staking and many more.
We’ll launch the safest and most secure ecosystem to our community’
Blockchain in order to get our users transacting at a very minimal cost. This will
help a lot in building our ecosystem. A Blockchain is a shared, immutable ledger
that facilitates the process of recording transactions and tracking assets in a
business network.
Drive innovative ideas towards birthing the beginning of a new era for
decentralized communities. When the time is right (because good things can't
be rushed), Charlie Swap will be the crucial point of contact between the
decentralized world and global communities, allowing us to actualize our vision
of widespread adoption of DeFi crypto currency.
We’ll launch our own decentralized wallet named Charlie Wallet where people
can keep their assets safely
We’ll launch our own social media platform.

Our Values
TRANSPARENCY: Charlie Finance is supported by a Community of
enthusiasts. Therefore, we encourage open communication, trust &
transparency, and community are the three pillars to building longevity.
COMMUNITY: Charlie finance is one of the fastest growing and most
loved communities in crypto. We believe that only together are we
strong as a community. We also believe that community is everything,
hence, Charlie finance strives to include everyone from around the
globe. At the core of building our community is inclusiveness.
TRUST: One of the most (if not the most) important parameter to
success in the cryptocurrency market is trust. However, the vehicle of
trust is fuelled first with transparency; this means full transparency not
only in the community and its effort in development but also in security.
Charlie finance is structured in a way where we are audited by a thirdparty security auditor; one of these is eNebula and the other is Contract
Wolf.
LONGEVITY: Charlie finance is in for the long haul. Our community is
fostering and adopting long term development of the ecosystem. The
foundational efforts are to drive real use cases.

ECOSYSTEM
COMMUNITY POWERED: Charlie finance is owned by its fun and
vibrant community. We welcome and embrace diverse perspectives in
building Charlie Finance and we unarguably the best Community in the
crypto space. It gets better as we have a do-good Mission of helping
people in need.
INSTANT REWARD: For every transaction in the Charlie finance project,
a two percent, 2% fee is distributed to existing holders. That means you
earn more $CHT just by holding it in your wallet.
LOCKED LP: Initial Liquidity tokens are burned and locked. Additionally,
2% of all transaction fees are added to Liquidity.

MARKET OVERVIEW: Opportunities/Potentials
Since it’s discovery, DeFi and the cryptocurrency market in general have provided sudden and
impressive income streams for individuals who came into the market early, the early birds.
Albeit, there is still more to tap, as DeFi is here to stay. So the question is how to apply it to
become more beneficiary to users adapting the system.
The advent of DeFi can be traced back to 2016 when The DAO launched. The DAO was a
decentralized autonomous organization intended to act as an investor-directed venture
capital firm. Lauded as a revolutionary project, the DAO raised $150 million USD worth of ETH
and was one of the earliest crowd funding efforts and highest-profile projects built on the
Ethereum blockchain. However, less than three months after its launch, there was an exploit in
the DAO’s smart contract. As a result, $60 million of ETH was stolen, although later recovered
via a chain reorganization.

Source: https://dune.xyz/queries/2972/5739
The next big DeFi platform, MakerDao was launched on December 18, 2017, on top of
Ethereum’s blockchain. MakerDAO is a decentralized autonomous organization that generates
the stablecoin DAI, which allows users to use cryptocurrency as collateral for loans. Users who
deposit Ether (or other cryptocurrencies accepted as collateral) can borrow against the value
of their deposits and receive newly generated DAI, where 1 DAI is equivalent to 1 US dollar.

In 2018, the DeFi ecosystem started to expand greatly. On September 27, 2018, Compound
was launched, allowing users to lend and borrow cryptocurrency. A couple of months later, on
November 2, 2018, Uniswap was launched. Uniswap is a decentralized exchange that was built
on top of the Ethereum blockchain.
By September 2021, the total value locked (TVL) for all DeFi protocols reached $100 billion.
TVL represents the number of assets that are currently being staked in a specific protocol: this
value is not meant to represent the number of outstanding loans, but rather the total amount
of underlying collateral that is being secured by DeFi applications. TVL is a measurement that
is often cited to illustrate overall scale and growth of DeFi protocols as a whole.

Source: https://defipulse.com/
The above graphs and information clearly shows an expansion in the DeFi space and also the potential
it has to become more. If as a potential user, you are thinking of when to plunge into Charlie Finance,
the best time was yesterday and the next best time is today, right now. Here are some observations we
have accumulated from our market research:





DeFi has become the fastest-growing sector of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
Currently the total value locked in DeFi is $100 billion and rising.
DeFi developers are building new innovative projects every day. There are over 240 DeFi
protocols, 220 of which are built on the Ethereum network.
Ethereum is in the first stages of a multi-phase launch of Ethereum 2.0, which will greatly
improve Ethereum’s scalability as the network is switching from proof-of-work consensus to
proof-of-stake.

CHALLENGES
The crypto and token market have exploded faster than anyone could really anticipate. While
this has its advantages, it also means that certain aspects of the ecosystem have been unable
to keep up with the exponential growth. As with any new high growth market, token markets
have attracted the talented and the entrepreneurial, but also the opportunistic and the
fraudulent. As a result, for every project in the blockchain ecosystem that has seen the value
of its tokens appreciate, there are others that have dramatically underperformed.
That being said, there are also challenges in the DeFi space but we have developed and
designed our platform to be able to mitigate these challenges. DeFi protocols are not
controlled by central authorities but are governed by the terms of smart contracts, which are
maintained by the protocol’s developers, owners and users. They are deployed as smart
contracts on a blockchain like Ethereum and once uploaded they can never be changed or
altered.
These problems also affect the crypto tracking space with one of the biggest problem today
being that there are just too many of these tools on the market. It becomes more confusing
when they are not actually doing the work of actually tracking let alone scaling up the
investments as Charlie Finance intends to do. Therefore, most investors waste their time and
other resource and are now at a point where it takes a lot of work to look at a new platform
offering something different. Below are some of the risk involved in building a crypto-tracking
software:
Technology Risk: Blockchain technology is designed to prevent fraudulent transactions.
DeFi relies on the integrity of smart contracts. Smart contracts are coded programs that are
deployed on the Ethereum blockchain as DApps. Any failure in the smart contract code could
lead to a vulnerability, which could lead to a loss of any users’ digital assets. In DeFi
technology risk mainly comes from;




Blockchain’s physical capacity limit, which may result in transactions that can’t be
processed
Smart contract bugs or programming errors and
Inaccurate oracle information or delayed oracle update due to blockchain’s
programmable limit

Liquidity Risk: DeFi users may not be able to obtain sufficient tokens in time or at a reasonable
cost in order to repay debts due or support asset growth. DeFi’s liquidity risk is that
collateralized tokens lock up liquidity. The liquidity risk is closely related to technical risks (i.e.,
the technical scalability and congestion issues on the Ethereum platform). In times of crisis,
the Ethereum network could become so congested that arbitrageurs and liquidity providers
cannot keep prices in line across venues, causing price dislocations, which could then trigger
uncertainty, leading to unstable and volatile markets.
Building Trust: The estimated number of global crypto users has already passed the 200
million mark, a figure that demonstrates the impact of cryptocurrencies today. However,
studies have shown the downside of entering the world of cryptocurrencies. Literacy, high
volatility, and fraud top the list, but the opportunities far outweigh the downsides. For the
industry itself, the question remains: how to build trust in the cryptocurrency market? This
question is the challenge any project under the crytocurrency umbrella have to constantly find
answer to. Once your investors/users lose trust in your platform, it is as well dead.
Market Risk: Volatility is one of the most basic indicators of an asset's financial health, and
this makes it the foundation of most cryptocurrencies market risk. The market itself is one of
the most volatile investment options out there. In early 2021, Dogecoin rose by over 20,000
percent, but by May 2021, it had lost over a third of its value. Wild speculation over the
cryptocurrency's future sent the price soaring, both up and down. Speculation fuels the
cryptocurrency market, with some investors quickly buying and selling their holdings as soon
as there's a sign of a price drop. A single negative popular tweet or news story about a
cryptocurrency could cause its price to plummet quickly.
Credit Risk: DeFi users may incur financial losses because of the inability to collect interest or
yield from DeFi borrowers. DeFi’s credit risk management heavily relies on overcollateralization
from borrowers, but the risks cannot be eliminated entirely.

CHARLIE FINANCE PROTOCOL
CHARLIE FINANCE = Auto Reflection + LP acquisition + Buyback +
Marketing.
In each trade, the transaction is charged a 6% fee, which is split 4 ways.
 2% fee = Redistributed to all existing Holders
 2% fee = automatically added as a liquidity pair on Pancake
Swap
 1% fee = will be used for marketing purpose.
 1% fee = will be used for buyback

Reaching Our Goal Stair-by-Stair
WEBSITE LAUNCH


We are excited to see our website become the hype in the crypto
sector. Our tech team is designing a website full of information
about the project. Our team comes up with new projects to take
cryptography into a new era. And the most important thing we
want to share is that "Cryptocurrency is the future". Therefore,
anyone who thinks cryptography will soon be banned. It's all a
myth. In comparison, it is a digital futuristic currency used for
trading, shopping, and other activities



As you may have heard about the banking system, companies
are also involved in blockchain technology. Soon they started
trading crypto. Just like releasing an official token to assist
traders. We believe our tokens have raised a lot of hype similar
to Bitcoin, Ethereum, BNB, Matic, Solana, and other popular
coins

Audit
CHARLIE FINANCE AUDIT BY TWO
BIG AUDITING COMAPANIES.
CONTRACT WOLF
CONTRACT WOLF is a security audit firm that takes the security
of SNBL's contract seriously. They prioritize the safety of their
users and understand the importance of doing so. Contract
Wolf engages with independent auditors for the security
measurements, or review of our smart contract. They have a
team who are very pleased to fulfil our complete audit details.
eNebula
eNebula is an IT solution company that prides in being the best
extension to a company. They ensure the security or solution of
any digital feature.

Static Analysis
Source code scanning by static analysis tools.
On-chain monitor
A complete overview of social growth and other sentiment
variables.
Social sentiments
A complete overview of social growth and other sentiment
variables.

LAUNCHED
21/01/2022
PancakeSwap info
The largest decentralized exchange based on the Binance Smart Chain
is named PancakeSwap. This is a great addition to the decentralized
finance called Defi. The exchange has been getting popular since
2020. This decentralized exchange is based on Binance Smart Chain
protocols. However, this is also known as the biggest AMM on the BSC
network. This is a popular DEX that allows token exchanges, yield
farming, and staking

Charlie Finance: The Big Dream
Charlie Finance Token was born on January 21st 2022 with the goal of
being the No. 1 Project with a spelt-out Purpose; on a Mission to
having its own Exchange and Blockchain. The project will be
connected with the main stream permitting new concepts such as
P2P, NFTS, rewards, and deposit through bank and Credit Card for
Crypto payments on our exchange. Within 20 Days of launching $CHT
token, it made History by surpassing 10x of Initial Price.
$CHT Launching price 0.000001$

Promotion Strategy


We believe in influencer marketing which has experienced
unprecedented growth in the last years. What if you want to add more
muscles to brand marketing efforts? There is no denying that Influencer
Marketing is effective.



New cryptocurrencies have been popping frequently to get the
advantage of the hype. It's revolving around the well-known crypto
coins- Bitcoin, Memecoin. This will spike cryptocurrencies to new
heights.



Besides, it brings the trust factor to the marketing club. Many companies
are using social media influencers to promote their crypto coins.
Similarly, we are approaching crypto influencers on platforms to
endorse our coin. PR release and forums to wariness of brand.

Upcoming Usecase Information


Charlie exchange



Charlie blockchain



Charlie P2E games



Charlie social media



Charlie swap



Charlie wallet



Charlie short video App



Charlie Launchpad like pink sale



Charlie security audit service

Token Information
Token Name: Charlie Finance
Contract address: 0x275b686a5c7312e50299b1c64507c90ee8a381a0
Symbol: CHT
Decimals: 9
Network: BNB Smart Chain (BSC)

TOKENOMICS
Total Supply- 100 Billion
Manual Burn Events - 75% of Total Supply

•
•
•
•
•

75% for Other Events & Burning
10% for Pancake Swap Liquidity
5% Other Exchange Listing & Virtual Marketing
5% for Dev. Wallet
5% Team

Charlie exchange is a fully centralised exchange and working to get top position
in Indian & worldwide market and has advanced & unique technologies. Charlie
exchange supports spot trading, future trading, NFT marketplace, minting, P22,
staking, and some best unique features like metamask & trust wallet connectivity
with Charlie exchange directly.
Spot trading
Spot trades involve securities traded for immediate delivery in
the market on a specified date. Spot trades include the buying
or selling of foreign currency,

WHAT TO EXPECT

Future trading
Futures are a type of derivative contract agreement to buy or
sell a specific commodity asset or security at a set future date
for a set price.
NFT marketplace
NFT stands for non-fungible token. It's generally built using the
same kind of programming as cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin or
Ethereum, but that's where the similarity ends. Physical money
and cryptocurrencies are “fungible,” meaning they can be traded
or exchanged for one another
P2P
Peer-to-peer (P2P) is a decentralized communications model in
which each party has the same capabilities and either party can
initiate a communication session.
Staking
Crypto staking involves "locking up" a portion of your crypto
currency for a period of time as a way of contributing to a
blockchain network. In exchange, stakers can earn rewards,
typically in the form of additional coins or tokens.

ROADMAP
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working on ideology of project
Deployment of contract address
Created and implementation started
Website launch
Fair launch on pancake swap 21st Jan., 2022
eNebula audit
start promoting with big influencers
azbit exchange listed
CMC listed
CG listed
Binance and coinbase price chart tracking
Smdex exchange listed
Contract Wolf Audit 2nd Auditing
Coinstore exchange listing
Digifinex exchange listing
Launch our own Charlie exchange
P2PB2B exchange
Latoken exchange listing
More 3 Exchange listing
Charlie short video App
Charlie Social Media platform launch
More 5 exchanges listing to push market
Charllie blockchain launch
Top 2 exchanges listing
Launch our own Charlie swap
Coinbase and crypto.com listing
Launch our own Charlie wallet
Binance listing
Launch our P2E Games
More 5 exchanges listing TO PUSH MARKET
Many more usecases launching

Conclusion
The audit hasn't made any kind of warranties
and statements on the business model. The
report is available only for the contract. There is
no contract deployed by the owner.
This is the beginning of a new era for
decentralized communities. When the time is
right (because good things can't be rushed),
Charlie Swap will be the crucial point of contact
between the decentralized world and global
communities, allowing us to actualize our vision
of widespread adoption of DeFi crypto currency.

THANKS EVERYONE.
CHARLIE TEAM
Email – charlie@charliefinance.io

Charlie finance Website link
https://www.charliefinance.io/
Charlie exchange website link
https://charlieexchange.io/
Twitter link
https://twitter.com/charlie_inu?t=GY
6JKMGiUewVTOqUrSLVuw&s=09

Telegram discussion channel link
https://t.me/charlie_finance
Telegram Announcement channel link
https://t.me/charliefinance

Instagram link
https://instagram.com/charlie_inu_fina
?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=
Poocoin link
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x275b686
a5c7312e50299b1c64507c90ee8a381a0
Bscscan link
https://bscscan.com/token/0x275b686a
5c7312e50299b1c64507c90ee8a381a0
CMC link
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/
charlie-finance/

CG link
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/c
harlie-finance

